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abstract

M

odern cosmetics is demanding of ingredients able to positively interact with skin ecosystem in which billions of microorganisms live and where the equilibrium of protective and pathogens should be maintained. The beauty industry is moving forward
to find the way to incorporate in cosmetics recipes probiotics, prebiotics or probiotic derived ingredients, well known in food
supplement market.
The present paper aims at demonstrating the efficacy of a specific probiotic-derived ingredient able to strengthen skin barrier and
its natural defenses promoting skin ecosystem well-being by preventing pathogens colonization.

Introduction
The skin is exposed to various endogenous and exogenous
factors that may affect the skin barrier compromising its
function at physical, mechanical and microbial levels. All the
factors to which the skin is exposed are also called skin Exposome and the impact can lead to different skin conditions
such as localized irritation or inflammation, which can cause
long-term skin sensitization.
Recent study has shown the clear relation between healthy
skin barrier and the correct balance in bacteria diversity,
a disruption of the correct equilibrium in skin microbiota
abundance may contribute also to skin barrier dysfunction
[1].
A compromised skin barrier facilitates the penetration of
irritants and allergens as well as microorganisms, this can
lead to an imbalance condition also called dysbiosis which
has often been found in some inflammatory skin diseases
such as AD, psoriasis, rosacea and acne [2].
Other studies propose that in healthy skin the microbiota
creates the perfect protective environment also related with
correct protective immune responses and that skin harmony disruption could generates an inflammatory environment
change the skin microbiota composition leading to the suppression of its protective mechanism, for this reason it is
essential to have a correct cosmetic approach to preserve ski
microbiota well-being [3,4].
Lactobacilli and bifidobacteria are the most common genera
of probiotics recognized as human commensal bacteria and
have been intensively reported for the treatment or prevention of gastrointestinal disorders. However, emerging clini8

cal studies suggest that numerous strains of probiotic have
great potentials beyond gut well-being, including skin ecosystem health. Increasing demand for natural formulations
for skin care in the market indicate that there is an emerging
new potential for probiotics in dermatology [5].
Probiotic cosmetic products are useful to all skin types and
can help reduce acne, rosacea, eczema, and chronic inflammation. Growing awareness about probiotic as a beneficial
element and concerns regarding skin problems, such as
acne, damaged skin, breakouts, eczema, rosacea flares, and
psoriasis, is the key factor driving the market growth [6].
The cosmetic market is experiencing a great revolution as
regards microorganisms, considering both the latter as a target and their potential topical applications. More and more
products containing pre-pro and postbiotics have been
launched which claim to rebalance the skin’s microbiota.
[6] Along with the growing quantity of products, confusion
about the ingredients used for the treatment of the microbiota and their classification also grows. The safest way to
insert microorganisms as real ingredients is to make them
inactivated and therefore more stable within a cosmetic formula [7].
Probiotic-derived are currently classified as ‘postbiotic’ and
maintain structural integrity by preserving cells membrane.
This allows to have an interaction comparable to probiotics
and to guarantee some benefits associated with live microorganisms such as strengthen skin barrier and its natural
defenses [8].
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Methodology:
ROELMI HPC, starting from its deep knowledge of probiotics focusing on production of different proprietary probiotic strains and pure postbiotics, has developed different
approaches to interact with localized microbiomes. First, by
investigating specific interactions of probiotics for nutraceutical applications and second by exploring cutting-edge
technologies for a new era of cosmetics ingredients applications on microbiota [9].

or restoring the natural harmony between skin barrier and its
microbiota. It supports skin microbiota ecosystem through a
triple mechanism of action:
Molecular biomimetism: potential recognition thanks the
preservation of bacteria integral structure by pursuing
cross-talks specific pathways to alive probiotics
Prevention of pathogens colonization: by counteracting
pathogens invasion through the quicker settlement and
physical occupation of adhesion sites
“Prebiotic” effect and modulation of pathogen growth:
inactivated lactobacilli could be a metabolic substrate for
other microorganisms by rebalancing the resident microbiota community through the promotion of commensal
bacteria and avoiding pathogens aggressions [14].

1.

2.

3.

As a step forward, ROELMI HPC moved to a different market, from nutraceutical to cosmetics, designing specific ingredients targeting the skin ecosystem. First by developing
ingredients aiming to rebalance the skin microbiota affected by external stresses like air pollution or salty/chlorinated
water, then by usingin activated probiotics thanks to their
defense-boosting effect and molecular biomimetism properties [12].
The development of no viable probiotics has been standardized thanks to a particular gentle-heat technology that
“inactivates” them after bacterial fermentation. By means
of this approach, microorganisms are no longer living cells
making them unable to metabolize and reproduce, and can
be used as cosmetic ingredients [13]. In fact, they still maintain their mimetic effect on the skin immune system, since
they do not lose their cell shape once inactivated, allowing
the creation of a cross-talks communication interface with
skin cells and the microorganisms that live in symbiosis with
it. It means that the body is able to recognize them as bacteria, as cells are not destroyed like in lysate ingredients, so
skin natural defense are reactivated [14].

Efficacy dossier
Modulation of inflammatory status
In-vitro evaluation in presence of an inflammation agent
(SDS 0.05 mg/ml). The activity was measured by TNF-alpha
dosage and compared to negative control (cells without any
stress condition) and to alive probiotics. Results demonstrated that, in comparison to probiotic strains, EquiBiotics LRh
comparably modulates the release of TNF-α. The inflammation modulation is linked to the structural integrity, which is
preserved during the biotech process. This allows EquiBiotics
LRh to modulate specific inflammation responses thanks to its
molecular biomimetism mechanism of action [15] (Figure 1).
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About probiotics, with a strong basis because of more on
more than 10 years’ experience in bio-fermentation technology, every investigated strain has shown physiological peculiarity in-vivo, allowing a precise targeting of the various
body axis by using different bacteria. Specific strains from
Lactobacilli and Bifidobacteria genera have been selected
to modulate the gut-skin axis: taken as food supplement,
they have shown a decrease of skin inflammation and consequently an increase of skin beauty [10,11].
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Focus on a new probiotic-derived active ingredient
for skin microbiota care
Focusing on biotechnology applied to cosmetic market, ROELMI HPC has enlarged its biotech portfolio with the development of EquiBiotics LRh, a probiotic-derived ingredient
obtained by inactivated L. rhamnosus LRH020.
Targeting skin microbiota well-being, EquiBiotics LRh represents a revolutionary approach to beauty routine in which
the key is to promote a balanced ecosystem while preserving
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Fig. 1 Modulation of inflammatory status

Prevention of pathogens colonization
In-vitro evaluation of the bacteriostatic activity against
C. acnes (ATCC 11827), a gram+ commensal bacteria, identified as etiological agent responsible for cutaneous distresses, like acne [16]. Parameters are expressed in log CFU/ml and
were evaluated at T0, after 8 hours (T8) and 24 hours (T24).
Positive control (CTR+) shows the culture medium with the ad9
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dition of 10^5 CFU/ml of C. acnes as a title. EquiBiotics LRh, at
different dosages %, shows a modulation of pathogen growth,
promoting the skin microbiota equilibrium (data not shown).
Prevention of pathogens colonization
(co-aggregation study)

Reduction of the UV-induced redness

One of the most interesting activities of probiotics is to
counteract the pathogens growth by forming aggregates
with them. This mechanism is defined as co-aggregation
and this property is also maintained by tyndallized probiotics [17]. The conducted study shows how EquiBiotics LRh
co-aggregates with Escherichia coli and Candida albicans
(data not shown).
«Prebiotic» effect
In-vitro study carried out on probiotic cultures added in several petri-dish at different prebiotics concentration (at 0.16
mg/mL of Glucose and EquiBiotics LRh). After 24h at 37°C,
growth has been measured by count. Results demonstrated
that EquiBiotics LRh is able to exert a “prebiotic” effect on
probiotic strains, promoting growth as efficiently as glucose
at different concentrations (data not shown).
Reduction of the SLS-induced redness and improvement
of skin barrier

A placebo-controlled study carried out on 20 female subjects
with skin phototype I, II or III (according to Fitzpatrick classification), average age 55 years old. Products efficacy was
assessed by means of a short-term test for the instrumental
evaluation of skin redness (a* parameter). The evaluation was
performed before (T-1), after the induction of damage (T0)
and then 1 and 2hours (T1h, T2h,) after products application
in the 4 treated (2 areas for each product) and 2 untreated
areas. The UV induced redness of the skin was evaluated by
means of a spectrophotometer/colorimeter CM-700D (Konica Minolta). 1% EquiBiotics LRh demonstrated a decrease of
skin redness linked to UV exposure up to 11% after 2 hours
of active cream application (Figure 2).
Reduction of skin aging signs
A placebo-controlled study was carried out on 20 female
subjects clinically showing mild to moderate skin aging
signs, average age 55 years old. The study duration was 28
days and products efficacy was assessed by means of a long-

Fig. 2 Modulation of SLS-induced and UV-induced erythema
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Placebo-controlled study
enrolling
20
healthy
female subjects. Skin
redness was evaluated
24hours after a SLS patch
application (T0+24H), after the measurement placebo and active creams
started to be used daily
by volunteers for 14 days
(T14). After the long-term
treatment, skin redness
was evaluated after 24H
of SLS patch application
(T14+24H) and compared
to placebo. At the end of
the treatment, 1% EquiBiotics LRh cream resulted
statistically significant and
effective in decreasing the
SLS-induced skin redness
by -17.0%, thanks to a
strengthened skin barrier.

ter 14 days of product use on intact skin (not SLS-treated).
After 14 days, 1% EquiBiotics LRh treatment shows a statistically significant decrease of TEWL by -12.6% (data not
shown) [18,19] (Figure 2).
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Fig. 3 Improvement of skin profilometry
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term test on skin moisturization, skin elasticity (R2 parameter), skin firmness (R0 parameter) and wrinkle depth after 14
and 28 days of products use. [20] Material: Corneometer®
CM 825 (Courage+Khazaka, electronic GmbH). As reported
in Figure 3, results demonstrated:
•
•
•

•

An increase of skin moisturization up to 7.9% and
13.9% after 14 and 28 days respectively.
An increase of skin elasticity up to 2.7% and 6.0% after
14 and 28 days respectively.
A decrease of R0 parameter (related to an increase of
skin firmness) by -1.9% and -5.8% after 14 and 28 days
respectively
A decrease of wrinkle depth parameter respectively by
12.4% at T14 and by 15.8% at T28

Conclusions
The recent discovery of the existence of the ecosystem on the
superficial layer of the skin is opening a series of studies on
skin microbiota that will allow future developments in personal care field. The work provides preliminary evidences of
the beneficial effects linked to the topical applications of inactivated lactobacilli. The ingredient, developed through biotechnology, could be therefore considered a step forward in
the research of novel ingredients able to actively interact with
skin microbiota. The company continues to expand research
on bio-balancers that are molecules, which can preserve finished cosmetic formulas with a low impact effect on skin microbiota equilibrium.
The active product is exclusive distributed in Germany by
S.GOLDMANN GMBH & CO.
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